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Abstract
Interoperability between heterogeneous computer systems is vital to many types
of enterprise applications where pressing new requirements may arise quickly and
change rapidly. Achieving interoperability, however, is a complex task involving
a delicate mixture of cooperation and competition. This paper assesses seven ap-
proaches to software interoperability in distributed environments respective of six
evaluation criteria.
1 Introduction
Many technologies, especially those in the computer and telecommunication
industries, have a systems nature, in that numerous components are intercon-
nected to produce a unied good. For example, what an end-user identies
as "using a personal computer" involves several distinct components includ-
ing a central processing unit, a monitor, memory devices, systems software,
and applications software. Similarly, sending a fax coast-to-coast entails a
sending fax machine, a local network, a long distance network, another local
network, a receiving fax machine, and may include a step that stores the fax
and forwards it at a more convenient time. Interoperability exists when all
the components within a network (e.g. software and hardware) or when two
networks (e.g. the incumbent local telephone carrier and a new entrant) work
together seamlessly to accomplish the larger task.
Achieving interoperability, however, is a complex task involving a delicate
mixture of cooperation and competition. Cooperation is necessary because
achieving interoperability between complex, interdependent components re-
quires the joint eorts of several actors. Competition is necessary to spur
rms to innovate and to develop open systems that create wide networks and
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that competition between actors often hinders cooperative eorts while close
cooperation tends to dull competitive forces. Although the socially optimal
degree of interoperability is not well understood, there is a general sense that
institutional constraints to achieving wide interoperability of new comput-
ing and telecommunication technologies can lead to signicant social losses.
Incompatibility can reduce the size of networks, which in turn lowers the
value of network technologies. It may reduce the degree of competition in the
market leading to higher prices and decreased choice for consumers. Finally,
incompatibility can impede the innovation of components with a system. Con-
sequently, understanding the role of the varied institutions in achieving and
maintaining interoperability within and between systems is important for pol-
icy making, and decision makers need a framework with which to assess the
tradeos raised with such institutional choices.
Therefore, software interoperability is fundamental to such topics as de-
velopment based on components, reuse, and infrastructure for distributed or
network-based systems. As a result, variety of (often partial) approaches to
interoperability have appeared, each oering a potential solution to interop-
erability problems. Yet what these approaches oer, how they compare, and
exactly what problems they are solving is generally unclear. Some foundations
for understanding and evaluating interoperability problems and proposed ap-
proaches for solving those problems are very necessary. This paper assesses
and evaluates seven approaches to software interoperability respective of six
evaluation criteria.
2 Description of Technologies
2.1 Wrappers
Wrapping is an approach to protecting legacy software systems and commer-
cial o-the-shelf (COTS) software products that requires no modication of
those products. A wrapper consists of two parts, an adapter that provides
some additional functionality for an application program at key external in-
terfaces, and an encapsulation mechanism that binds the adapter to the ap-
plication and protects the combined components. Wrapping should require
no changes to the application program. Some candidate mechanisms for im-
plementation via wrappers: authentication, logging and auditing, constraint
checking, encryption, access control, fault detection and recovery, redundancy.
Key interfaces between application programs and their supporting envi-
ronment were identied as the most accessible insertion points for adapters:
library services, operating system services, services provided by separate pro-
cesses, and services provided by external process outside the local software
environment (i.e. network proxy services). The implementation of wrappers
can involve some of the other lower level building blocks surveyed, such as mes-
saging and data translation. Wrappers are most useful when they are used in
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a structured way to realize a standardized interoperability architecture.
Several techniques for wrapping legacy and COTS application software are
available and have been employed in commercial products. Practical aspects of
wrapping such as accessibility of interfaces, accuracy of interface specications,
and protecting adapter code from being bypassed, however are open problems
that will need to be addressed to enable broad use of these techniques for
security and survivability hardening. At present normal software maintenance
processes can probably provide higher assurance for the functions considered
to be placed in wrappers.
Candidate implementations fall into two categories: (1) Scripting lan-
guages such as Perl, Tcl, UNIX shell scripts, Awk, etc. (2) Compiled languages
such as Java, Ada95, C/C++, etc.
2.2 Translators
Data translation is one method used to address data interoperability. Data
translation is where stored data is translated from one representation to an-
other, more widely accepted form or standard. By itself, data translation is
a very crude method of achieving interoperability: (1) A translator must not
only literally transpose, but must be able to deduce or infer the semantics of
the data in order to translate correctly. (2) Translators are static. Data rep-
resentations will continue to evolve and new standards adopted. A standard
provides leverage on the part of the users in getting software vendors to provide
a translator for widely used standards, which enhances the interoperability of
dierent software systems. Adopting and utilizing a single comprehensive
data standard minimizes the time and cost of bringing in new data from other
sources. However, standards also evolve and as new standards are adopted,
new data translators will have to be developed or old ones extended. (3) Most
translators are written to address a specic problem domain.
Data translators can vary in scope and functionality. For example, Mi-
crosoft and other product vendors incorporate data translators into their prod-
ucts to enhance interoperability between their software and software developed
by competitors. This has been motivated by customer demands and needs.
Program conversion utilities can provide a working version of an existing
program in an alternative implementation language. Unfortunately, the trans-
lated code is very diÆcult to maintain unless code analysis and re-engineering
routines are utilized. The rene system from Reasoning Systems, Inc. is
typical of the best available environments to support creation of such high
quality transformations. The tool is very powerful but users need extensive
training to reap its benets. Translator generation is another rapidly devel-
oping technology relevant to data translation. Software engineering research
has demonstrated a domain-specic translator generator that allows applica-
tion domain experts who are not expert in software and translator design to




Solving the problem of heterogeneous data sources can be accomplished using
a mediator. Mediators are designed to allow application users to access multi-
ple heterogeneous data sources without concern for the dierences in schema.
Mediators are also capable of transforming data into information by apply-
ing expert system knowledge on the heterogeneous data, protecting database
sources from hostile action, as well as mediating access to data to maintain
security policy. Mediators are special kinds of software agents.
In its most fundamental denition, a mediator is a computer program
which translates data between two systems with dierent schemas. The def-
inition can be extended to performing translation between a indeterminate
number of schemas interconnected using a given network protocol, perform-
ing data mining to create user views that draw from an array of translated
data from multiple databases, performing security mediation on data to ensure
that the aggregation of data does not violate security policy, and survivability
mediation that ensures that a database survives a hostile attack. Media-
tors are usually applied to databases. They comprise more general versions
of traditional computed views that can involve inference rules and arbitrary
computations in addition to queries expressed in common query languages.
Mediators are in a sense the database analog of wrappers.
A mediator approach eased the evolutionary survivability enhancement of
a critical infrastructure system by allowing the imposition of a new integrity
constraint without changes to the existing source code. Enhancement will
not be so easy for all systems; but transparent insertion of mediators at nat-
ural architectural boundaries is a general strategy independent of the type
of boundary: CORBA procedure invocation, Internet event notication, tile
system call, etc. The mediator approach has the added benet of localizing
the survivability policy implementation, making it possible to change both it
and the surrounding system independently. This dimension of evolvability was
exploited in exploring a range of policy specications and implementations.
In general, policy evolution promises to be important for future infrastructure
information systems{e.g., to keep pace with increasing capabilities of hostile
adversaries.
2.4 Replicators
Data replication is a method of distributing data (usually database data)
from one or more sources to one or more targets. The structure is similar
to the stubs used in RPC and the service objects used in JINI, except that
full copies of the data are maintained at the remote locations. There are two
classes associated with data replication, synchronous and asynchronous.
Synchronous replication performs replication within the source update
transaction. The source transaction is not considered complete until the up-
date has to be applied to all replicas. Synchronous replication can be provided
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by database management system software (DBMS) or by distributed TP mon-
itor/transaction manager. In either case, every update within the synchronous
replication process occurs as one logical unit of work. In other words, it is an
all-or-nothing transaction. Synchronous replication is used where high avail-
ability and concurrency are absolutely essential. It is tightly integrated with
both the hardware and operating system and does not scale well.
In asynchronous replication, the source update is independent of the repli-
cation process. The user's transaction completes when the local update is
complete. The replicator updates the replicas only after the user transaction
commits to the changes to the local database. Replication may occur mo-
ments after the source transaction, in near real-time, or it may be scheduled
for later execution. The delay might be in seconds for continuous replication,
or longer for scheduled replication. For most applications, the momentary lag
is outweighed by the benets of asynchronous replication.
Asynchronous Replication lowers the cost, improves concurrency within re-
source managers (shortens the time any data is locked), and generally shortens
the length of the originating database transaction.
Benets of Synchronous Replication: (1) All replicas remain fully synchro-
nized at all times. (2) The use of two-phase commit eliminates the possibility
of data collisions.
Benets of Asynchronous Replication: (1) With less processing attached
to the user transaction, the user regains control of the system sooner. (2)
Users are not directly aected by network delays or slow remote processors.
(3) Users can continue work even in the event of network or remote database
outages.
The advantages of data replicators are that they support: cross-platform,
cross-database data movement, bi-directional replication, high performance,
network reduction, and requires no additional programming if an appropriate
DBMS or TP is used.
2.5 Messaging
Messaging or message passing is one of the key concepts that is being utilized
to realize distributed processing systems. Messaging is used at many dierent
levels within standalone systems and networks to achieve varying degrees of
interoperability. It is found in the lowest level of network interconnectivity, in
the complex mechanisms used in software interoperability and at the highest
levels of business collaboration. It is an approach that is fundamental to
emerging trends in enterprise application integration (EAI).
A message in its simplest form is a block of information that is exchanged
between two or more processes as a means of communication. The two pro-
cesses could be located on the same host computer or on opposite sides of
the globe on two or more dierent host systems connected by a network. In
addition, the term "messaging" takes on a variety of dierent meanings within
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the context of distributed processing systems and among dierent messaging
enabled and messaging reliant applications.
Message passing in distributed systems may be broken down into two basic
concepts: simple message passing and remote procedure calls.

Simple message passing: Simple message passing is similar to the normal
use of messages within a stand-alone system. The processes that need to
communicate make use of external message passing modules that take prim-
itives (operations) and parameters (data and control information). These
modules respond to "send" and "receive" primitives, maintain buers for
"receive" and "send" messages and use a given communications protocol.
There are two primary criteria that aect the performance of message pass-
ing, the level of reliability desired to ensure the message is received, and the
actions a process takes when a message is passed.

Remote Procedure Call: Remote procedure calls (RPC) are a variation
of the basic message passing concept. Generic remote procedure calls are
familiar to most developers and programmers as routine calls from pro-
grams to subroutines. RPCs can be used across the spectrum from reliable,
blocking message passing for certain applications to unreliable non-blocking
message passing for less critical operations. In order to execute the RPC,
each application has an internal remote procedure call stub, which has the
external attributes of the remote module being called. The stub programs
are used with the RPC mechanism (RTS - Run Time System) to transpar-
ently invoke a corresponding procedure on a remote process.
2.6 ORBs
An object request broker (ORB) is a middleware technology that manages
communication and data exchange between objects. ORBs promote inter-
operability of distributed object systems because they enable users to build
systems by piecing together objects - from dierent vendors - that communi-
cate with each other via the ORB. The implementation details of the ORB
are generally not important to developers building distributed systems. The
developers are only concerned with the object interface details. This form of
information hiding enhances system maintainability since the object commu-
nication details are hidden from the developers and isolated in the ORB.
ORB technology promotes the goal of object communication across ma-
chine, software, and vendor boundaries. The relevant functions of an ORB
technology are (1) interface denition; (2) location and possible activation of
remote objects; (3) communication between clients and objects.
The ORB must support many functions in order to operate consistently
and eectively, but many of these functions are hidden from the user of the
ORB. It is the responsibility of the ORB to provide the illusion of locality, in
other words, to make it appear as if the object is local to the client, while in
reality it may reside in a dierent process or machine. Thus the ORB provides
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a framework for cross-system communication between objects. This is the rst
technical step toward interoperability of object systems.
The next technical step toward object system interoperability is the com-
munication of objects across platforms. An ORB allows objects to hide their
implementation details from clients. This can include programming language,
operating system, host hardware, and object location. Each of these can be
thought of as a "transparency," and dierent ORB technologies may choose
to support dierent transparencies, thus extending the benets of object ori-
entation across platforms and communication channels.
There are many ways of implementing the basic ORB concept; for example,
ORB functions can be compiled into clients, can be separate processes, or can
be part of an operating system kernel. These basic design decisions might be
xed in a single product; or there might be a range of choices left to the ORB
implementers.
There are three major ORB technologies: (1) The Object Management
Group's (OMG) Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)
specication; (2) Microsoft's Component Object (COM/DCOM); (3) Remote
Method Invocation (RMI); this is specied as part of the Java language/virtual
machine. RMI allows methods of Java objects to be executed remotely. This
provides ORB-like capabilities as a native extension of Java.
2.7 JINI
Sun claims that Jini will make networks as simple as turning on a light bulb.
The claim is based upon the vision rather than current reality. Jini is a new
technology that promises to simplify interactions across a network. However,
Jini is still in its infancy as a technology and remains relatively untested and
under-explored.
Sun describes Jini as an extension of the Java application environment
from a single virtual machine to a network of machines. Jini has also been
described as a network operating system. The overall goal of the Jini system
is to make services available on a network, so that the services may be used
by any system connected to the network. The network will be dynamic, in
that services can be added and deleted and service users can connect, use
any available service, and disconnect. Jini cannot be described in terms of
a client-server architecture. Jini's methodology for distributed computing is
closer to CORBA, where objects are registered with a lookup service and users
nd objects via the lookup service. The object containing the methods of the
service is then passed to the requestor, and the requestor invokes methods on
that service object. Jini, however, is neither designed nor intended to compete
with CORBA. Jini is designed and intended for simplifying networks via the
Java application environment; whereas, CORBA is designed and intended for
distributing objects between dierent programming languages. Jini can the-
oretically use CORBA to extend services to systems written in programming
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languages other than Java. The requesting system, however, would still need
access to a JVM even if it used CORBA. CORBA would provide the interface
between the Jini system and the non-Java system. Jini can also support any
programming language that has a compiler that produces compliant bytecodes
for the Java Virtual Machine, such as Ada95.
A Jini system consists of Service Providers, Services, and Members. A
member is any system that is connected to the network and can either use
Jini services and/or provide Jini services. The concept of a service is the most
important concept in the Jini architecture. Members of a Jini system federate
together in order to share services. The federation is the Jini system, and its
structure and the services it oers are dynamic and can be created and torn
down at run time.
3 Evaluation Criteria
The evaluation criteria include:

(a)Performance (Time, Space, Bandwidth, and Throughput);

(b)Reliability (High assurance, Fault detection and recovery, Redun-
dancy, Fault Isolation, and Mean Time between Failures);

(c)Speed to field (Legacy systems and New systems);

(d)Extendibility (Coverage/Scope, Support for intelligent agents, and
Support "hooks" for plug-ins);

(e)Maintainability (Cost of change, Time to change, Impact of change
on reliability, and DiÆculty of Change);

(f)Security (Ability to detect and prevent unauthorized entrance to sys-
tems, Ability to detect and prevent interception of critical data in transit,
Immunity to disruption of network services, Ability to detect and prevent
corruption of data in repositories or in transit, and Ease of use).
4 Evaluation and Assessment
4.1 Wrappers
(a)Performance (3) - depends on the level of abstraction where a wrapper is
inserted to an existing system. Performance can be good when high levels of
abstraction are possible, but poor at ne-grained levels. (b)Reliability (3) -
wrappers do not intrinsically provide any reliability improvement. However,
they can be used to implement a reliability schema. (c)Speed to eld (2)
- wrappers require custom code for each interaction; technology to generate
wrappers automatically is not yet in place. (d)Extendibility (4) - Extension
is relatively easy if the wrappers are designed properly. (e)Maintainability
(2) - The legacy code inside the wrapper is hard to maintain, but wrapper
enable incremental engineering that can be easier than full scale reengineering.
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(f)Security (3) - Wrappers do not intrinsically provide security, but they can
be used to implement a security framework.
4.2 Data Mediators
(a)Performance (3) - can be bad if a large amount of data has to be pro-
cessed. Can be good if signicant data aggregation takes place, reducing size
of data. (b)Reliability (4) - High assurance mediators are supported in some
vendor applications. (c)Speed to eld (2) - Mediators are supported by COTS
products but generally will require substantial customization to enable inter-
operability of military systems. (d)Extendibility (3) - New capabilities have
moderate cost to add if they are close to legacy services. Extensions can be
diÆcult if complex new rules are needed. (e)Maintainability (4) - Improves
maintainability by decoupling client from the server. (f)Security (3) - No spe-
cial services are provided by current products but the technology could be
used to implement security rules.
4.3 Data Replicators
(a)Performance (3) - Replicators can improve performance if queries are more
frequent than updates and the number of copies is small. Performance can
degrade in the other extreme. Space usage is increased. (b)Reliability (5) - Re-
dundant data improves fault tolerance. (c)Speed to eld (4) - Data replication
can enable distribution of data without redesign of database schemas, partic-
ularly if combined with data mediators. (d)Extendibility (4) - Coverage of
multiple platforms, languages and protocols is supported. (e)Maintainability
(3) - depends on tightness of integration between databases and applications.
(f)Security (2) - Replicators do not enhance system security.
4.4 Data Translators
(a)Performance (3) - Data translators' impact on system performance depends
on usage. One time usage implies a preprocessing performance overhead and
can yield good performance in operational use. Repeated use implies a steady
performance overhead and can yield poor performance. Performance also de-
pends heavily on the magnitude of the data source that must be translated.
(b)Reliability (3) - Data translators tend to be domain specic. In domains
where standards for data interchange have been developed, data translations
tend to yield good reliability. With standards for data format and meaning,
automated data translation is possible and can be highly reliable if tools are
mature. Without standards, manual translation or validation is needed and
data errors are easily introduced. (c)Speed to Field (4) - COTS software
frequently supports data translation between proprietary data formats and
competitors data formats as a way of supporting customer needs and gain-
ing market share. Speed to eld can be very fast if the needed translators are
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available o the shelf. GOTS software tends to require custom translators due
to the "smaller" audience that uses the software. This can be moderately fast
if best translator generation technology is used, although it depends on the
complexity of the data schema. (d)Extendibility (0) - N/A (e)Maintainability
(4) - Typical usage of data translators would not require any maintenance of
the translator. It is possible to use a translator repeatedly to provide periodic
"snap-shots" of a data source, but this creates a time lag in data visibility
that could be considered a data maintenance problem. (f)Security (0) - N/A
4.5 Messaging
(a)Performance (3) - The performance of messaging varies greatly based on
the choice of the type of messaging, the messaging standard selected, the
synchronicity required, and the hardware/network conguration servicing the
message. (b)Reliability (4) - Any level of reliability desired is feasible, but
reliability comes with associated costs and possible performance penalties.
(c)Speed to eld (4) - There is strong potential to rapidly eld new or alter-
native messaging technologies. The limiting factors are legacy systems that
require synchronous messaging to interoperate. (d)Extendibility (3) - If sys-
tems utilize several levels of abstraction in dening messaging, then there is
signicant potential for extendibility. When non object oriented approaches
are used to dene messaging then extendibility is much more complex and
costly. (e)Maintainability (4) - Similar to the cost analysis, the long-term
benets in maintainability tend to outweigh the cost of switching to a mes-
saging solution that exploits abstraction and encapsulation. (f)Security (3) -
No evidence of support for intruder detection and prevention.
4.6 ORBs
Three alternative approaches to ORB use were considered. For each evaluation
factor, the rst weight is for CORBA, the second weight is for COM/DCOM,
and the third weight is for a custom ORB. (a)Performance (3-3-5) - CORBA
and COM/DCOM can perform very well if one only needs static invocation
of service capabilities. Unfortunately, they are both very slow when utilizing
dynamic service invocation. Performance can be improved if one utilizes a
custom architecture in conjunction with best available messaging capabilities.
(b)Reliability (3-4-3) - CORBA appears to be reliable, but not all of the reli-
ability evaluation criteria are currently supported in CORBA. COM/DCOM
appears to be reliable and provides mechanisms to satisfy the evaluation cri-
teria. However, the popularity of CORBA provides strong empirical evidence
validating CORBA's reliability while evidence validating COM/DCOM's re-
liability is harder to nd. Anything custom designed for an interoperability
problem will be as reliable as the vendor that develops it. (c)Speed to Field (4-
4-1) - ORBs utilizing CORBA and COM/DCOM are readily available, support
information hiding, and software reuse. CORBA's popularity and Microsoft's
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backing of COM/DCOM have made these alternatives easier to use and have
provided vendor support for their use. Developing distributed applications is
still a time consuming process, but these alternatives are making this process
easier. A customized architecture requires time to develop the architecture,
time to train people to use the architecture, and potentially lengthens the
time needed to eld an ORB. (d)Extendibility (4-3-4) - CORBA is a exible
architecture that comes a wide variety of platforms but it does not yet sup-
port intelligent agents. COM/DCOM provides a fair level of exibility, but
it is primarily available and used in Microsoft computing environments. Ex-
tendibility can be designed into a custom ORB, but this is at the discretion of
the vendor developing the ORB. (e)Maintainability (4-5-3) - Applications that
use COM/DCOM are easier to maintain than CORBA applications because
COM/DCOM has a simpler interface to desired services. Using one of these
standards provides a mechanism for improving maintainability over custom
ORBs. A custom ORB makes the customer reliant on the original vendor
who provided the ORB for maintenance. (f)Security (4-5-5) - CORBA pro-
vides a strong core set of security features, but these are not as sophisticated
as the features in COM/DCOM. Arbitrary security features could be included
in a custom ORB.
4.7 JINI
(a)Performance (3) - not yet known. (b)Reliability (5) - Sun anticipates good
reliability based on past successes with Java based technologies. (c)Speed to
Field (5) - One of the motivating factors for JINI is rapid system interoperabil-
ity. It is not clear if this goal will be achieved. (d)Extendibility (3) - JINI is a
Java specic solution. It is unclear whether an adequate linkage between non-
Java and Java applications will develop or be practical. (e)Maintainability (5)
- projected to be good. (f)Security (5) - based on Java support for security.
5 Conclusion
This paper characterizes and assesses alternative approaches to software com-
ponent interoperability in distributed environments. The "alternatives" do not
uniformly address the same range of issues; they fall into several categories:

Category 1: Building blocks for interoperability: (1) Messaging and wrap-
pers; (2) Data mediators are a special class of wrappers; (3) Translators and
replicators.

Category 2: Architectures for unied, systematic interoperability: (1) CORBA;
(2) COM/DCOM; (3) Custom architectures.

Category 3: Packaging approaches for encapsulating interoperability ser-
vices: (1) Commercial or distributed ORB; (2) JINI; (3) Custom ORB in
JAVA, Ada95, C/C++, etc.
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In all cases, the assessment was performed examining the candidate ap-
proaches from the perspective of a software engineer trying to utilize a given
approach for distributed system interoperability.
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